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comment to make: " When we set examination papers
like this it is not surprising that Arts teachers regard
us as uneducated."

All over the world there is a deep discontent with
the content and methods of medical education, dis-
content that is expressed not only by the products of
medical education,5 but progressively and more insis-
tently by teachers themselves. " To tinker with the
old framework of the curriculum, patching it here,
adding to it there, and scarcely ever removing the
useless and corroded parts, will no longer suffice,"
writes Dr. Morgan Jones. He criticizes the General
Medical Council, as does the B.M.A. Education Com-
mittee,6 for being too rigid and detailed in its recom-
mendations which " by reason of their wording have
come to have almost the force of regulations." " The
existing policy of the General Medical Council," the
B.M.A. Committee continues, " tends to frustrate
experiment and perpetuate outmoded methods of
teaching." The G.M.C. will no doubt take heed of
these and similar criticisms that will come to it from
other sources. Whether or not the G.M.C. agrees
with these it will not be able to escape the conclusion
that there exists a widespread dissatisfaction with
medical education as it is to-day, that many remedies
for existing deficiencies have been suggested by men
of experience and wisdom. Those who have from
different standpoints and different countries thought
hard and long about medical education all come to
the same conclusion that it must be conducted in
universities, not in technical schools, and if this con-
viction be truly held then the governors of medical
education must see that medical education is perme-
ated with the university ideal. " A University," said
Cardinal Newman, " is, according to the usual desig-
nation, an Alma Mater, knowing her children one by
one, not a foundry, or a mint, or a treadmill."

SEOOND WORLD CONFERENCE ON
MEDICAL EDUCATION

During the past year or so a committee of the B.M.A.,
at the request of the World Medical Association, has
been studying the Proceedings of the First World
Conference on Medical Education.' The W.M.A. had
two objects in making such a request to its member
associations. The first was to stimulate each of the
many countries adhering to the W.M.A. to examine
their methods and content and systems of medical
education in the light of the experience thus for the
IProceedings of the First World Conference on Medical Education, 1954,

Oxford University Press.
2 Supplement to the British Medical Journal, 1956, 1, 190.

first time exposed in what is now recognized as a
textbook on the subject. The second was to seek
guidance that would come from such a study on the
theme of the Second World Conference on Medical
Education to be held in the autumn of 1959 in
Chicago under the Presidency of Dr. Raymond B.
Allen, Chancellor of the University of California, with
Dr. Victor Johnson, of the Mayo Clinic, as his deputy.

In inviting the B.M.A. to undertake these tasks the
W.M.A. especially asked that any committee it might
set up should include representatives of medical
faculties and colleges so that varied experience could
be brought to bear on the matter. With one or two
exceptions the institutions asked to take part in this
inquiry readily agreed to lend a hand. The report
of the committee was published in April.2 Early on
in the committee's deliberations it became evident
th,at a further conference on undergraduate medical
education would be useful only after a much greater
lapse of time. The idea arose that the second con-
ference might be on postgraduate medical education,
an idea which quickly appealed to the W.M.A.'s
Committee on Medical Education, and to its Council
and General Assembly. We may count upon our
American colleagues to provide a stimulating pro-
gramme on this important subject and subsequently
a companion volume to the Proceedings of the first
conference. The B.M.A. Committee did more than
throw out a suggestion to the W.M.A.; it backed it
up with a large number of detailed proposals for the
second conference-for example, on training the
specialist, on training physicians and surgeons, on
training the general practitioner, on postgraduate
degrees and diplomas, on training the medical
teacher. Notes are given' under such headings as
" Education by Research and Writing," " Education
by Travel," and " Medical Journals and Postgraduate
Education." Here, in fact, is something for the
organizers of the Second Conference to bite on, and
they will, too, have to guide them the experience and
the mistakes of the First Conference. And when the
autumn of 1959 comes round we may hope to see a
goodly number of British doctors active participants
in what promises to be another valuable contribution
to a perennial theme.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
With the notable exceptions of Oxford and most of
the London colleges nearly all British teaching
hospitals and universities provide student health
services. The first of these services began before the
war and were regarded as adjuncts to improved
facilities for physical education and physical recrea-
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